
 

 Write a program to check if two matrices are equal or not. 

 Write a program to input a string and check whether it is palindrome or not. 

 Explain any five string handling functions 

1.  Define Array? Write some advantages of array.   
Ans: An array is the collection of homogenous data type. It can be defined as number of memory 

locations each of values can store in the same data type. Each element has specific memory space. 
In array same variables can store the many records but the data type should be similar. No any 
special keyword is used to denote array only [  ] is used with array variable to contain size. 

  

Example : int roll [3] {10,11,12} 

 

 Advantages of Array:  

• Array helps to handle large number of similar values in a program. 
• By using array the program will be very short and easy to handle. 
• Arrays make program code smaller and consume less memory. 

• The elements of array share the same variable length but each element has a different index 
number.  

• In array , we can store the data in single dimensional or multi /two dimensional. 

 Iterating the arrays using their index is faster compared to any other methods like linked list 

etc. 

 It is better and convenient way of storing the data of same data type with same size. 

 It allocates memory in contiguous memory locations for its elements. It does not allocate any 

extra space/ memory for its elements. Hence there is no memory overflow or shortage of 

memory in arrays. 

Or 

Advantage of Arrays in C 

 Less amount of code : Using array we can aggregate N variables of same data type in a 
single data structure. Otherwise we have to declare N individual variables. 

 Easy access of elements : We can access any element of array using array name and 
index. We can access all elements serially by iterating from index 0 to size-1 using a loop. 

 Easy to implement algorithms : Certain algorithms can be easily implemented using array 
like searching and sorting, finding maximum and minimum elements. 

 Random Access : We can access any elements of array in O(1) time complexity. 

 

Disadvantages of Array:  

 Array is Static Data Structure. We cannot change the size of array in run-time. 

 We must know in advance that how many elements are to be stored in array. 

 Only elements of same data types can be stored in an array. We cannot store elements of 
multiple data types in a single array. 

 As Array elements are stored in consecutive memory locations. So, insertions and 
deletions of an element is time consuming as we have to shift other elements one position 
ahead or back respectively. 

 

 



 

2.  Write the different between single or one - dimensional and  multi or two dimensional. 
Ans: 

S.N. Single or one Dimensional  Multi or two Dimensional 

1. It has one subscript. It has two subscript. 

2. It is also known as vector or list. It is also known as matrices or table. 

3. It stores data either row wise or 
column wise. 

IT store data row wise or column wise. 
(Matrix from) 

4. It use single nested loop for 

processing. 

It uses two nested loop for processing. 

5. In one dimensional array, subscript 
denotes either row or column. 

In two / Multi- dimensional array, subscript 1 
denotes row and subscript 2 denotes column. 

6. Declaration: 

Type array name [subscript]. 

Declaration:  

[Type array name [subscript 1) [subscript 2] 

 

7. Syntax:  

Data_type array_name[size of array]; 

Syntax:  

Data_type array_name [row_size] 

[colum_size]; 

 

Declaration and Memory Representation of Array 

The declaration and Memory Representation of the Array refers to the number of elements and portray 

the memory bits in the specific location respectively. 

Declaration of One dimensional Array 

The value of a single subscripted index from 0 to n-1 refers to the individual elements. Here, n is the 

size of the array. For example, the declaration int a [4]; is a 1-Dimensional array of the integer data 

type. It has four elements in it. They are: a [0], a [1], a [2], a [3]. But before using an array it is 

important that it should be declared. 

The general form of a single-dimensional array is: 

Syntax: 

storage_class   data_type   array_name [size] 

 The storage_class is the storage class of the array. 

 data_type is the data type of array. It may be like int, float, char,…, etc. 

 array_name is the name of the array. 

 size is the number of elements in the array. It is mentioned in the square bracket. 

Examples: 

int a [10]; a is the array of 10 integers. 

float x [20]; x is an array of 20 float numbers. 

char name [10]; the name is a character array of size 10. It can store 10 characters. 

We should notice that the array name should not be separated from the square brackets having an 

index. The number of array elements must remain constant while declaring an array. 

Declaration of Multidimensional array 



Syntax: 

storage_class  data_type  array_name [dim 1] [dim 2] [dim 3]……..[dim N]; 

Here, storage_class, data_type, array_name are as same as in the single dimensional array. dim 1, dim 

2, dim 3,….. dim N is the positive-valued integer expressions associated with each subscript. 

Thus, the total no. of elements = dim 1*dim 2*dim 3*…..*dim N 

E.g. int survey [3] [5] [12]; 

Here, the survey is a 3-D array that can contain 3*5*12 = 180 integer type data. 

For Example: 

int a [3] [4]; It is a two-dimensional array with 3-rows and 4-columns 

int [4] [5] [3]; It is a three-dimensional array with dimensions 4, 5, and 3. 

What is the Difference Between Array and String 
 

The main difference between Array and String is that an Array is a data structure that stores a set 

of elements of the same data type while a String is a set of characters. 

Programming languages such as C supports arrays and strings. An array is a fixed size data structure 

that stores data elements that belong to the same type. It is a collection of variables with the same 

name that can access the array index. Moreover, it represents a list of elements. On the other hand, 

string is similar to an array but it only consists of characters. In other words, it is a sequence of 

characters that denote a single data element.  

String 
Array String 

A data structure consisting of a 

collection of elements each identified 
by the array index 

A one dimensional array of characters 

terminated by a null character 

Can store a set of integers, doubles, 

floats, etc. 

Can only store characters 

Has s fixed size Has a fixed size , but it can be 

changed using a char pointer 

Can be one dimensional or two 

dimensional 

Always one  dimensional  
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3.  What is string? Explain the different types of string function used in C language.   
Ans:  String is a group of characters which is enclosed within a double quotation mark. String 

functions are used to manipulate the string given in the program. It is denoted by "str".  

 <String.h> header file supports all the string functions in C language. All the string functions are 

given below. 

i) Strlen( ) 

Purpose/ Function: This function gives the number of characters as an output, excluding the 

terminating null character. 

Syntax: strlen (string); 
ii) Strcat ( ): 

Purpose/ Function: This function combines two strings together to form a  whole string. 

Syntax: strcat (destination _string, source_string); 

iii)  Strcmp ( ) 
Purpose/ Function: This function compares two strings such that if two strings are equal 

then this function returns 0 else if it return -1 or 1 if either of the stings are not equal . 

Syntax:  strcmp (string1,string2); 

iv)  Strrev( ) 
 Purpose/ Function:This function reverse the given string 

Syntax: Strrev (string); 

v)  Strcpy ( ) 

Purpose/ Function: This function copies source _string to destination  

  _string 

Syntax: Strcpy (destination_string, source_string); 

vi)  Strlwr( ) 

Purpose/ Function: This function changes uppercase string to lowercase string. If any of the  

character, already in lowercase then the function skips that character and converts the other 

remaining character which is in uppercase. 

Syntax:  strlwr (string); 

vii) Strupr ( ) 
Purpose/ Function:  This function changes lowercase string to uppercase string. If any of the 

character, already in uppercase then the function skips that character and converts the other 

remaining character which is in lowercase. 

Syntax: strupr (string); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1) What do you mean by an Array? 

 Array is a set of similar data type. 

 Arrays objects store multiple variables with the same type. 

 It can hold primitive types and object references. 

 Arrays are always fixed 

2) How to create an Array? 

An Array is declared similar to how a variable is declared, but you need to add [] after the type. 

Example: int [ ] intArray; 

3) Can we change the size of an array at run time? 

No we cannot change the array size. Though there are similar data types available which allow a change in 

size. 

4) Can you declare an array without assigning the size of an array? 

No we cannot declare an array without assigning size. 

If we declare an array without size, it will throw compile time error 

Example: marks = new int []; //COMPILER ERROR 

 

5) What is the default value of Array? 

Any new Array is always initialized with a default value as follows 

For byte, short, int, long – default value is zero (0). 

For float, double – default value is 0.0. 

For Boolean – default value is false. 

For object – default value is null. 

6) Can we add or delete an element after assigning an array? 

No it is not possible. 

7) Is there any difference between int[] a and int a[]? 

No difference both are the legal statement. 
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8)How to initialize an array? 

It is possible to initialize an array during declaration. For example, 

int mark[5] = {19, 10, 8, 17, 9}; 

You can also initialize an array like this. 

int mark[] = {19, 10, 8, 17, 9}; 

Here, we haven't specified the size. However, the compiler knows its size is 5 as we are initializing it with 5 

elements. 

Initialize an Array 

 

How to initialize two dimensional array? 

Initializing a multidimensional array 

Here is how you can initialize two-dimensional and three-dimensional arrays: 

Initialization of a 2d array 

// Different ways to initialize two-dimensional array 

 

int c[2][3] = {{1, 3, 0}, {-1, 5, 9}}; 

          

int c[][3] = {{1, 3, 0}, {-1, 5, 9}}; 

                 

int c[2][3] = {1, 3, 0, -1, 5, 9}; 

 

 

 



How do you access the values within an array? 

Array elements store in a sequential manner, so using the array 

index we can access the array elements. 

Suppose you declare an integer array of size 5. 

int data [5]; 

The first element is data [0], the second element is data [1] and 
so on. Let’s see the example code, 

#include<stdio.h> 

int main() 

{ 

int data[5]= {1,2,3,4,5}; 

printf("First Element = %d\n",data[0]); 

printf("Second Element = %d\n",data[1]); 

return 0; 

} 

Output: 

First Element = 1 
Second Element = 2 

 Q1). What is an array in C? 

Ans: 

An Array is a collection of similar types of elements i.e. 

data having similar type of data type. Array takes 

memory in contiguous fashion to store data. We cannot 

change the size and type of arrays after its declaration. 

Array are of two types: 

One-dimensional array: One-dimensional array is an 

array that stores the elements one after the another in 

rowwise . 

Syntax: 



int arr[size]; 

Multidimensional array: Multidimensional array is a 

collection of more than one one-dimensional array. 

Syntax: 

int arr[size][size]; 

 

 Write a program to input 10 numbers in an array and display the sum. 

#include <stdio.h> 

int main () 

{ 

 int  i,arr[10],sum=0; 

 printf(“Enter 10 elements:”); 

 for(i=0,i<10;++i) 

  scanf(“%d”,&arr[i]); 

 for(i=0;i<10;++i) 

  sum=sum+arr[i]; 

 printf(“sumof numbers is :%d”,sum); 

 return 0; 

} 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

There are two ways to declare a string in C programming: 

Example: 

Through an array of characters. 

char name[6]; 

Through pointers. 

char *name; 

Strings Initialization in C 

Example: 

char name[6] = {'C', 'l', 'o', 'u', 'd', '\0'}; 

or 

char name[] = "Cloud"; 



Memory Representation of Above Defined String in C 
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